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NEW QUESTION 1
An engineer is deploying multiple firewalls with common configuration in Panorama. What are two benefits of using nested device groups? (Choose two.)

A. Inherit settings from the Shared group
B. Inherit IPSec crypto profiles
C. Inherit all Security policy rules and objects
D. Inherit parent Security policy rules and objects

Answer: BD

Explanation: 
* B. Inherit IPSec crypto profiles
This is correct because IPSec crypto profiles are one of the objects that can be inherited from a parent device group1. You can also create IPSec crypto profiles for
use in shared or device group polic1y.
* D. Inherit parent Security policy rules and objects
This is correct because Security policy rules and objects are also inheritable from a parent device group1. You can also create Security policy rules and objects for
use in shared or device group policy1.

NEW QUESTION 2
A firewall is configured with SSL Forward Proxy decryption and has the following four enterprise certificate authorities (Cas)

A. Enterprise-Trusted-CA; which is verified as Forward Trust Certificate (The CA is also installed in the trusted store of the end-user browser and system )i
B. Enterprise-Untrusted-CA, which is verified as Forward Untrust Certificateii
C. Enterprise-lntermediate-CAi
D. Enterprise-Root-CA which is verified only as Trusted Root CAAn end-user visits https //www example-website com/ with a server certificate Common Name
(CN) www example-website com The firewall does the SSL Forward Proxy decryption for the website and the server certificate is not trusted by the firewallThe end-
user's browser will show that the certificate for www.example-website.com was issued by which of the following?
E. Enterprise-Untrusted-CA which is a self-signed CA
F. Enterprise-Trusted-CA which is a self-signed CA
G. Enterprise-lntermediate-CA which wa
H. in turn, issued by Enterprise-Root-CA
I. Enterprise-Root-CA which is a self-signed CA

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 3
A company has configured a URL Filtering profile with override action on their firewall. Which two profiles are needed to complete the configuration? (Choose two)

A. SSUTLS Service
B. HTTP Server
C. Decryption
D. Interface Management

Answer: AD

NEW QUESTION 4
Which three firewall multi-factor authentication factors are supported by PAN-OS? (Choose three)

A. SSH key
B. User logon
C. Short message service
D. One-Time Password
E. Push

Answer: BDE

Explanation: 
According to Palo Alto Networks documentation123, multi-factor authentication (MFA) is a method of verifying a user’s identity using two or more factors, such as
something they know, something they have, or something they are.
The firewall supports MFA for administrative access, GlobalProtect VPN access, and Captive Portal access. The firewall can integrate with external MFA providers
such as RSA SecurID, Duo Security, or Okta Verify.
The three firewall MFA factors that are supported by PAN-OS are:

 User logon: This is something the user knows, such as a username and password.

 One-Time Password: This is something the user has, such as a code generated by an app or sent by email or SMS.

 Push: This is something the user is, such as a biometric verification or a device approval. 

NEW QUESTION 5
In the screenshot above which two pieces ot information can be determined from the ACC configuration shown? (Choose two )
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A. The Network Activity tab will display all applications, including FTP.
B. Threats with a severity of "high" are always listed at the top of the Threat Name list
C. Insecure-credentials, brute-force and protocol-anomaly are all a part of the vulnerability Threat Type
D. The ACC has been filtered to only show the FTP application

Answer: AC

NEW QUESTION 6
The following objects and policies are defined in a device group hierarchy

A)

B)

C)
Address Objects
-Shared Address 1
-Branch Address2 Policies -Shared Polic1 l -Branch Policyl
D)
Address Objects -Shared Addressl -Shared Address2 -Branch Addressl Policies -Shared Policyl -Shared Policy2 -Branch Policyl

A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
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D. Option D

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 7
An administrator needs to evaluate a recent policy change that was committed and pushed to a firewall device group.
How should the administrator identify the configuration changes?

A. review the configuration logs on the Monitor tab
B. click Preview Changes under Push Scope
C. use Test Policy Match to review the policies in Panorama
D. context-switch to the affected firewall and use the configuration audit tool

Answer: A

Explanation: 
https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/pan-os/8-1/pan-os-web-interface-help/panorama-web-interface/panorama-co 

NEW QUESTION 8
Cortex XDR notifies an administrator about grayware on the endpoints. There are no entries about grayware in any of the logs of the corresponding firewall. Which
setting can the administrator configure on the firewall to log grayware verdicts?

A. within the log forwarding profile attached to the Security policy rule
B. within the log settings option in the Device tab
C. in WildFire General Settings, select "Report Grayware Files"
D. in Threat General Settings, select "Report Grayware Files"

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 9
Refer to the exhibit.

Review the screenshots and consider the following information:
• FW-1 is assigned to the FW-1_DG device group, and FW-2 is assigned to OFFICE_FW_DG.
• There are no objects configured in REGIONAL_DG and OFFICE_FW_DG device groups.
Which IP address will be pushed to the firewalls inside Address Object Server-1?

A. Server-1 on FW-1 will have IP 1.1.1.1. Server-1 will not be pushed to FW-2.
B. Server-1 on FW-1 will have IP 3.3.3.3. Server-1 will not be pushed to FW-2.
C. Server-1 on FW-1 will have IP 2.2.2.2. Server-1 will not be pushed to FW-2.
D. Server-1 on FW-1 will have IP 4.4.4.4. Server-1 on FW-2 will have IP 1.1.1.1.
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Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 10
An administrator needs to optimize traffic to prefer business-critical applications over non-critical applications QoS natively integrates with which feature to provide
service quality?

A. certificate revocation
B. Content-ID
C. App-ID
D. port inspection

Answer: C

NEW QUESTION 11
A super user is tasked with creating administrator accounts for three contractors. For compliance purposes, all three contractors will be working with different
device-groups m their hierarchy to deploy policies and objects.
Which type of role-based access is most appropriate for this project?

A. Create a Dynamic Admin with the Panorama Administrator role.
B. Create a Device Group and Template Admin.
C. Create a Custom Panorama Admin.
D. Create a Dynamic Read only superuser

Answer: C

Explanation: 
A Custom Panorama Admin is a type of role-based access that allows a super user to create separate Panorama administrator accounts for each of the three
contractors. This will allow each contractor to work with different device-groups in their hierarchy and deploy policies and objects in accordance with the
organization's compliance requirements. The Custom Panorama Admin role also allows the super user to assign separate permissions to each contractor's
account, granting them access to only the resources they are authorized to use. This type of role-based access is the most appropriate for this project as it will
ensure that each contractor is only able to access the resources they need in order to do their job.

NEW QUESTION 12
An engineer receives reports from users that applications are not working and that websites are only partially loading in an asymmetric environment. After
investigating, the engineer observes the flow_tcp_non_syn_drop counter increasing in the show counters global output.
Which troubleshooting command should the engineer use to work around this issue?

A. set deviceconfig setting tcp asymmetric-path drop
B. set deviceconfig setting session tcp-reject-non-syn no
C. set session tcp-reject-non-syn yes
D. set deviceconfig setting tcp asymmetric-path bypass

Answer: B

Explanation: 
To work around this issue, one possible troubleshooting command is set deviceconfig setting session
tcp-reject-non-syn no which disables TCP reject non-SYN temporarily (until reboo4t). This command allows non-SYN first packet through without dropping it.
The flow_tcp_non_syn_drop counter increases when the firewall receives packets with the ACK flag set, but not the SYN flag, which indicates asymmetric traffic
flow. The tcp-reject-non-syn option enables or disables the firewall to drop non-SYN TCP packets. In this case, disabling the tcp-reject-non-syn option using the
"set deviceconfig setting session tcp-reject-non-syn no" command can help work around the issue. This allows the firewall to accept non-SYN packets and create a
session for the existing flow.

NEW QUESTION 13
An administrator is using Panorama to manage me and suspects an IKE Crypto mismatch between peers, from the firewalls to Panorama. However, pre-existing
logs from the firewalls are not appearing in Panorama.
Which action should be taken to enable the firewalls to send their pre-existing logs to Panorama?

A. Export the log database.
B. Use the import option to pull logs.
C. Use the ACC to consolidate the logs.
D. Use the scp logdb export command.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 14
An administrator is attempting to create policies tor deployment of a device group and template stack. When creating the policies, the zone drop down list does not
include the required zone.
What must the administrator do to correct this issue?

A. Specify the target device as the master device in the device group
B. Enable "Share Unused Address and Service Objects with Devices" in Panorama settings
C. Add the template as a reference template in the device group
D. Add a firewall to both the device group and the template

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 15
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Which profile generates a packet threat type found in threat logs?

A. Zone Protection
B. WildFire
C. Anti-Spyware
D. Antivirus

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 16
You have upgraded Panorama to 10.2 and need to upgrade six Log Collectors. When upgrading Log Collectors to 10.2, you must do what?

A. Upgrade the Log Collectors one at a time.
B. Add Panorama Administrators to each Managed Collector.
C. Add a Global Authentication Profile to each Managed Collector.
D. Upgrade all the Log Collectors at the same time.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 17
A network security administrator wants to begin inspecting bulk user HTTPS traffic flows egressing out of the internet edge firewall. Which certificate is the best
choice to configure as an SSL Forward Trust certificate?

A. A self-signed Certificate Authority certificate generated by the firewall
B. A Machine Certificate for the firewall signed by the organization's PKI
C. A web server certificate signed by the organization's PKI
D. A subordinate Certificate Authority certificate signed by the organization's PKI

Answer: A

NEW QUESTION 18
A network security engineer wants to prevent resource-consumption issues on the firewall. Which strategy is consistent with decryption best practices to ensure
consistent performance?

A. Use RSA in a Decryption profile tor higher-priority and higher-risk traffic, and use less processor-intensive decryption methods for lower-risk traffic
B. Use PFS in a Decryption profile for higher-priority and higher-risk traffic, and use lessprocessor-intensive decryption methods for tower-risk traffic
C. Use Decryption profiles to downgrade processor-intensive ciphers to ciphers that are less processor-intensive
D. Use Decryption profiles to drop traffic that uses processor-intensive ciphers

Answer: B

NEW QUESTION 19
A firewall administrator notices that many Host Sweep scan attacks are being allowed through the firewall sourced from the outside zone. What should the firewall
administrator do to mitigate this type of attack?

A. Create a DOS Protection profile with SYN Flood protection enabled and apply it to all rules allowing traffic from the outside zone
B. Enable packet buffer protection in the outside zone.
C. Create a Security rule to deny all ICMP traffic from the outside zone.
D. Create a Zone Protection profile, enable reconnaissance protection, set action to Block, and apply it to the outside zone.

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION 20
An administrator device-group commit push is tailing due to a new URL category How should the administrator correct this issue?

A. verify that the URL seed Tile has been downloaded and activated on the firewall
B. change the new category action to alert" and push the configuration again
C. update the Firewall Apps and Threat version to match the version of Panorama
D. ensure that the firewall can communicate with the URL cloud

Answer: C

Explanation: 
https://knowledgebase.paloaltonetworks.com/KCSArticleDetail?id=kA10g000000PNqw

NEW QUESTION 21
......
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